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FLY OF THE MONTH
BRIM FLY

Hook: Tiemco 100 Size 10
Thread: Red 8/0
Tail: White Marabou
Underbody: Small lead wire
Body: Gray Chenille medium or small
Legs: White Rubber Hackle - small
Shellback: Variegated black and orange Chenille
Head: Red Thread

1. Place a de-barbed hook in the vise and wrap
a layer of thread from behind the eye to the
bend of the hook.

2. Wrap a layer of lead wire on the shank from
just over the point to the 1/4 point behind the
eye. Wrap the lead with thread to secure it in
place.  Coat the lead and thread wraps with
head cement.

3. Tie in the tail at the bend.  It should be the
length of the shank. Then tie in the shellback
and the body material at the bend.

4. Tie in two strips of rubber leg material on
each side of the body. You should have two
legs on each side extending forward and back.
The forward legs should extend beyond the
eye and the rear portion should extend to just
short of the end of the tail.

5. Wrap the gray chenille forward to the 1/4
point. Be careful not to wrap it around the rub-
ber legs except you should wrap one wrap over
the rubber legs at the mid point where the legs
are tied in. Tie off at the 1/4 point and remove
the excess.

6. Pull the shellback forward over the top of the
body and tie off at the 1/4 point.  Trim the ex-
cess and form a neat thread head. Whip finish
and apply head cement.

This fly is not hard to tie except for negotiat-
ing the gray chenille through the rubber leg ma-
terial.  It is a good fly for bluegill, bass and crap-
pie.  Probably would work on most any warm
water fish.

Good tying,  Tom Smith




